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LCN-2148203-061218. Lincoln Financial Group and Lincoln Financial are the marketing names for Lincoln National Corporation and insurance company affiliates, including The Lincoln National Life Insurance Company, Fort Wayne, IN;
Liberty Life Assurance Company of Boston, Boston, MA; and in New York, Lincoln Life & Annuity Company of New York, Syracuse, NY.
1 Source: Based on LIMRA, new sales premium, as of 12/31/17.
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Editor’s Desk

Benefits that not only change a company, but
an entire industry
What impresses me most about EBN’s Benefits Professional of the Year isn’t just what she’s done at
Facebook, but what she’s trying to do to move the entire industry.

I already knew we had
chosen the right person as

ing to encourage other employers to revolutionize

meet and talk to people committed to improving

their benefits.

employees’ health and finances while helping them

EBN’s 2018 Benefits Profes-

“Facebook is really, really open because we are a

deal with personal challenges — simply put, mak-

sional of the Year, but

mission-driven company,” she told me. “And that’s

ing lives better. These awards are a reminder that

Facebook’s senior director

how we are with benefits. When we launch benefits

the work each of you do — not only the four people

of benefits, Renee Albert,

and it works, we want to share it with other employ-

we have chosen to recognize as winners — is so im-

reinforced my belief after I

ers and have them come along with us on this jour-

portant.

emailed her with the news.

ney.”

“Candidly, I feel so very

Choosing the winners of the Benny Awards —

hope to meet some of you at our upcoming Benefits

blessed to be able to be a part of a community here

which recognize four individuals for excellence and

Expo and Forum Sept. 24-26 in New Orleans. I’m so

at Facebook that allows me to show my passion

innovation in the employee benefits/human re-

excited that both Renee and Milt will be speaking

and love for benefits through the benefit programs

sources field — each September is one of my favor-

during the event, joining a number of benefits pro-

we can develop for our people,” she wrote in an

ite parts of the job. It’s also one of the hardest —

fessionals who are passionate about their business

email to me. “I was excited just to share our story

there are too many great people to choose from.

and the industry in general. I hope you can join us.

with you around the work we’ve been able to do so

(To everyone who nominated or introduced me to

far. We are only 1% done.”

amazing benefits managers to consider, thank you.

I’ve spoken to Renee a handful of times over the

And please, nominate again next year!)
Beginning on p. 12, you’ll also read about:

past several weeks, and she’s filled me in on the social media giant’s game-changing caregiving, be-

•

Candace Shaffer, director of benefits at Pur-

reavement and parental leave policies, as well as its

due University (Benefits Leadership in Health-

sabbatical program, fertility benefits and mental

care winner)

health initiatives.

•

•

Editor-in-Chief Kathryn Mayer at
kathryn.mayer@sourcemedia.com

Milt Ezzard, vice president of global benefits

sations, research and her work at the International

at Activision Blizzard (Judges’ Choice winner)

Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans, she is work-

Our annual Benny Awards give me a chance to

benefitnews.com

Send letter, queries and story ideas to

winner)

what she’s done at Facebook, but what she’s trying
to do to move the entire industry. Through conver-

Jodi Budnick, senior vice president of talent at
Optanix (Benefits Leadership in Retirement

What makes me so excited about Renee isn’t just

007_EBN0918 7
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Healthcare
IN THIS SECTION: DIRECT CONTRACTING

The automaker still will offer PPO plans to employees, but the company expects that employees
who choose the ConnectedCare option can save
anywhere from $300 to $900 a month. Seeking to
“offset rising healthcare costs for both the employee and the company” was one reason for the partnership, says Sheila Savageau, GM’s U.S. healthcare leader.
Though the benefits of such arrangements may
sound tempting to employers, the contracts are
typically complicated to administer and generally
work only if an employer has a sizable employee
base in one region, experts warn. “It takes a lot in
order to pull this type of agreement off,” Jackson
says. “There has to be constant communication in
terms of employee benefit owners, and you have to
keep track of a lot of moving parts.”
Employers who enter into a direct contract with
a healthcare provider need expertise and bandwidth, “a luxury that not many have,” adds Suzanne
Delbanco, executive director of the Catalyst for
Payment Reform, an employer-led healthcare think

Direct contracting

GM contracts with health system
for direct-to-employer option
The automaker joins the growing list of employers partnering directly with
health systems to provide care for their employees

tank and advocacy group.
That’s why Jackson says that while he expects
other large employers to jump on the trend in the
coming years, he doesn’t expect a widespread
movement because “most employers aren’t in the
right situation.”
But for employers that are capable, Delbanco
says, “it can be a powerful way to forge a strong
relationship with an important source of healthcare for employees built on the employer’s expectations around quality, cost and patient experi-

By Kathryn Mayer and Nick Otto

ence.” In GM’s case, the company hopes the
partnership will improve employee wellness and

General Motors in August inked a deal with De-

“If you talk to a lot of brokers and consultants

take aim at chronic conditions. Henry Ford will

troit-based hospital system Henry Ford Health Sys-

around the country, they’ve been pushing for direct

help ConnectedCare patients keep track of their

tem to provide a new direct-to-employer health-

contracting as a way to save money and narrow

health with regular wellness exams, monitoring of

care option to 24,000 of its salaried employees and

not only the healthcare spend, but exposure to var-

chronic conditions and preventive screenings for

their dependents in Southeast Michigan.

ious levels of quality and cost variation,” says Bret

diseases like colon cancer and depression. GM

The agreement — which will require GM em-

Jackson, president of The Economic Alliance for

hopes the health system also will help employees

ployees who choose the Henry Ford plan to get all

Michigan. “I think this is a move that we knew was

choose the right care options, such as walk-in clin-

of their healthcare and wellness services, including

coming. But [GM’s move] to contract where their

ics rather than emergency rooms for minor illness

surgeries, through the Henry Ford Health System or

headquarters are, and being in a market where

and injury.

face expensive out-of-network rates — is a strate-

there is a lot of hospital competition, sends a strong

When employers contract with providers direct-

gy model being embraced by employers as they try

signal of what the future means for employee ben-

ly, it can have a ripple effect on other employers

to reduce employee healthcare costs and improve

efits.”

— even those who aren’t in a position to partner

BLOOMBERG

care by bypassing traditional insurers.

General Motors’ new plan, called GM Connect-

like this, Jackson says. “It’s beneficial not just for

Though the strategy is not widely used, it’s gain-

edCare, will be added as a new option for the com-

the GMs of the world, but for small or medium-sized

ing momentum as companies including Walmart,

pany’s salaried employees this fall, with service be-

companies that don’t have the leverage that a

Intel and Boeing partner directly with providers. In

ginning Jan. 1. The plan will provide employees

General Motors has,” he says. Other health systems

fact, the percentage of self-insured companies who

access to more than 3,000 providers from an ex-

will have to adapt to changing expectations, which

have some form of direct contracts with providers

pansive network of primary care and specialty care

may include “patients getting same-day or next-

jumped from just 3% in 2017 to 11% in 2018, accord-

doctors. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan will

day appointments, or being able to see a specialist

ing to the National Business Group on Health.

manage claims-processing and other functions.

in 10 days.” EBN
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Your
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Our
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We’ve got your back. Four words that anyone seeking to self-fund healthcare benefits needs to
believe, particularly when contemplating the financial risks associated with catastrophic medical
events. That’s why we’re firm believers at Swiss Re Corporate Solutions in building strong
relationships, understanding exactly what our partners expect of us, and creating innovative
ways of fulfilling those expectations. By working closely together, we combine our expertise and
capabilities with our brokers, payers and advisors to provide enhanced value for your clients – not
to mention extra peace of mind. When it comes to employer stop loss solutions, now, more than
ever, we’ve got your back. We’re smarter together.
Corporatesolutions.swissre.com/esl
We are proud to be Diamond members and sponsors of SIIA’s 38th Annual National Educational Conference & Expo.
Insurance products underwritten by Westport Insurance Corporations and American Specialty Insurance Company. © Swiss Re 2018. All rights reserved.
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Strategy Session
IN THIS SECTION: EMPLOYEE HEALTH

Mike Thompson: Employers initially looked at
this [as] a societal issue, not necessarily an employer issue or benefits issue. But our coalition is
working to develop an agenda for what employers
should do. I think there are multiple parts to the
agenda, and part of it is really dealing with the
epidemic of addiction and creating an environment that allows people to get the help they need
and help get them on a path to recovery. It’s not a
simple task at all; it’s probably the fastest-growing
epidemic we’ve seen in our generation. It’s one we
need to take very seriously, and one where everyone has to do their part.
EBN: What kinds of things should be on the
agenda? What are employers beginning to do?
Marcotte: Employers are doing a number of
things: they are working with their health plans
and their pharmacy benefit managers to incorporate CDC guidelines — which are very good — [on]
how opioids should be dispensed and managed.
They’re also working with their health plans to
coach, educate and work with providers [regard-

Employee health

ing their prescription patterns]. A number of em-

Feeling the pain, employers begin
to take on the opioid epidemic
Education, addiction services and alternative therapy coverage to treat
pain management are among the strategies companies are embracing

ployers have implemented training for managers
and peers to identify signs not only of opioid issues, but behavioral health issues, and help steer
[employees] to appropriate resources. There are a
number of things, but there are still a number of
gaps and challenges.
EBN: What have been the barriers to dealing with
this issue, and how do you overcome those barriers?

By Kathryn Mayer

Thompson: Part of it is dealing with this from a
cultural perspective, where historically, much like

It’s no secret that the opioid crisis has been a

Healthcare Purchaser Coalitions. The two industry

mental health and obesity, there is a sense that

burden on society. But employers are finally begin-

experts spoke about the need for changes in em-

people brought this on themselves and they share

ning to realize the impact it’s having on them.

ployers’ education efforts, as well as more pain

in the blame for what has happened here.

From the cost burden of abuse and addiction

management alternatives — and how all that

treatments to absenteeism and lost productivity,

might change benefit plan offerings.

own — by treatments from their provider — and
when people are affected by this, the pathway out

abuse, misuse and addiction of the drug is taking

ADOBE STOCK

But often people got here by no fault of their

its toll. In fact, more than half of employers (60%)

Employee Benefit News: We are seeing how big of a

is a very serious one to take. The other part is deal-

say they’ve been affected by at least one case of

problem opioids are in greater society, and how

ing with delivery of care to try to stem the tide, and

opioid misuse or abuse, according to a recent sur-

much it’s also costing the economy. But clearly it’s

that’s starting to turn already. I’m very encouraged

vey of 62 large employers by the National Business

an issue that’s affecting employers and their work-

by opioid light treatments, for surgery, [which]

Group on Health.

force — how big of a problem is this for them?

don’t require as much medication as what was
considered standard practice.

All this is leading to a big change: The days of

Brian Marcotte: This is a huge problem for em-

employers viewing the epidemic as purely a socie-

ployers. I think everyone recognizes it is a big so-

tal issue are over, experts say. So what are employ-

cial issue for the country, but people don’t think it’s

EBN: So what are some of the alternatives to opi-

ers doing to address the issue?

happening in their backyard. We’re starting to

oids and those drugs? How are employers begin-

For answers, Employee Benefit News spoke to Bri-

work with employers and are starting to look at

ning to look at this?

an Marcotte, president and CEO of the National

employer data going back several years to really

Marcotte: One of the areas we have been ex-

Business Group on Health, and Mike Thompson,

dig into this, and we are realizing it’s been a big

ploring is physical therapy as an alternative to

president and CEO of the National Alliance of

issue for them.

pain management. We are beginning to see the

10 Employee Benefit News September 2018
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Strategy Session
emergence of virtual care

tives. Some of these other

don’t need opioids and there

to take a hard look at their

and ask if they’re an enabler

solutions

physical

solutions, the patient is going

are alternatives.

physical
B:8.625” therapy benefits and

or a barrier to alternatives to

therapy. There are a number

to have to be convinced they

see
how they’re structured
T:8.125”

opioids. EBN

around

I think employers will have

of different companies that

S:7.625”

can do digital coaching related to physical therapy,
which helps break down barriers to access and addresses
some stigma issues related to
treatment.
The convenience factor
helps, too. We are beginning
to see some changes in provider

prescribing

patterns

when it comes to the number
of opioids or alternatives to
opioids, but it takes a long
time to change behavior and
adhere to best practice.
Thompson: What employers are more readily embracing that they should have a
point of view on — and

EXPERTS WHO PUT DATA TO WORK.
THAT’S DISABILITY DONE DIFFERENTLY.

should take action on — is
pain management.
We know past practices
have contributed to this epidemic, so educating people
on what the risks [of opioids]
are, and what are some of
the alternatives is key. We
need to let people know
these are controlled substances for a reason, and we

getting our hands around,
and frankly, employers are
playing a big role.
But as we look at alterna-

SEE HOW PRUDENTIAL’S HEALTH
AND PRODUCTIVITY PRACTICE
CAN BENEFIT YOUR WORKPLACE.

tives to addictive medications
for pain management, we really need to look at our coverage practices for some of
these alternatives. Sometimes
we may not be covering acupuncture, chiropractor care or
other limited approaches to

Learn more at:
ExperienceBenefits.Prudential.com

Our specialized team of experts helps you inspire behaviors
that lead to better results—like improved productivity and
reduced absence costs. Led by 20-year industry veteran
Dr. Kristin Tugman, we translate data into actionable
solutions for employers across industries.
We analyze your plan design and claims results against
industry benchmarks, to identify trends and pinpoint
opportunities. Then, we design and implement a program
that matches the needs of your organization. And helps
boost the financial wellness of your workers.

pain management.
EBN: So the opioid epidemic
may lead to a big shift in
delivery of care and benefits
that are covered in plans?
Marcotte: It’s going to
have to. We need alterna-

Group Insurance coverages are issued by The Prudential Insurance Company of America, a Prudential Financial company, Newark, NJ.
© 2017 Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities.
Prudential, the Prudential logo, the Rock symbol, and Bring Your Challenges are service marks of Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities, registered in
many jurisdictions worldwide.
0306713-00001-00
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Leader of the pack
Facebook’s senior benefits director, Renee Albert, has led the company’s move to offer
employees generous paid parental, bereavement and caregiving leave — and a slew of
other enviable benefits. But her most game-changing initiative is calling on other
employers to do the same.
By Kathryn Mayer

It’s a company that regularly collects Best Place to Work accolades and is

100% pay. Some have raised the stakes even higher: Netflix allows its salaried

known for its enviable employee perks. But ask

employees, including birth and adoptive parents of any gender, a whopping year

Facebook’s senior benefits director what she is

off at full pay following the birth or adoption of their child. Twitter gives 20 weeks

most proud of, and the answer might surprise you:

of paid leave for both new moms and dads. And Airbnb gives birth mothers 22

being at the middle of the pack when it comes to

paid weeks of maternity leave, while non-birth parents get 10 weeks.

As Renee Albert tells it, being in the middle
means that Facebook has set the bar high — and
that other employers have caught up and even
surpassed the social media giant.

The number of employers offering time off for new parents increased significantly between 2016 and 2018 for every type of parental leave, according to the
latest figures from the Society for Human Resource Management.
“At the end of the day, we’ve redefined what the marketplace is,” Albert says.
“And that’s the narrative that I think is so key and so important: People around

“Four years ago, we were [one of] the leaders in

the world are getting better parental leave because we were [among] the first to

parental leave. Now I think we have the most suc-

do it. I’m most proud when an employee complains to me and says we’re kind of

cess if we start to fall to the middle of the market

middle of the market, and I say, ‘Yeah, that’s because we moved the market.’”

when we’ve been leading on something,” says Al-

Facebook’s leading charge on benefits — and Albert’s spirit of collaboration

bert, who in her five years at Facebook has seen the company grow to its current

— have earned her the title of Employee Benefit News’ 2018 Benefits Professional

size of more than 30,000 employees from approximately 6,300 employees in

of the Year.

2013.

“Other companies watch what Facebook does,” says Terry Davidson, CEO of

A plethora of companies have followed in the footsteps of Facebook’s paid

the International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans, a nonpartisan group

parental leave policy, which gives new moms and dads four months of leave at

that counts more than 8,200 organizations and 32,000 individuals as members.

ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SEILER

benefits.
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Benefits Professional of the Year
“Their changes relating to paid parental, caregiving

bert says. “Employers need to take care of their em-

report having to rearrange their work schedule, de-

and bereavement leave have started discussions

ployees.”

crease their hours or take unpaid leave in order to

among others in the industry. When Facebook im-

That often starts with education, Albert says.

plements something new, it gets noticed and talked

Helping HR professionals understand how to best

The average working caregiver spends 20-plus

about.”

serve their employees through a range of benefits is

hours a week on caregiving responsibilities — mak-

But Albert has her sights set even higher. After

important, sure, but it’s not necessarily a priority or

ing it essentially an unpaid side gig — and pays

offering many benefits that have made what she

a given among busy employers. Benefits profes-

$6,954 a year out of pocket, almost 20% of their

calls a “phenomenal” impact on Facebook employ-

sionals, who can get bogged down with administra-

income, on caregiving costs.

ees — from caregiving initiatives and generous be-

tive or compliance duties, often are a department

The issue hurts the bottom line, too. Companies

reavement leave to mental health assistance and

of one. Some don’t have enough flexibility or don’t

lose between $17.1 billion and $33.6 billion annually

fertility benefits — she is calling on other employers

know where to start when rebooting programs.

on lost productivity, depending on the level of care-

“Traditionally, if you talk to benefits profession-

to do the same.
For her, true success isn’t just about moving the

als, we end up falling into this as a profession. There

needle internally; it’s about sharing best practices

hasn’t historically been a lot of education around

and using what she has learned to lift the entire in-

benefits and what we should do,” Albert explains.

meet their caregiving responsibilities.

giving involved, Cariloop says — or $2,110 for every
full-time worker who cares for an adult.
Those dire stats are among the reasons behind
Facebook’s game-changing six-week caregiving

dustry. “When we launch a benefit and it works, we

One way Albert is trying to change this is through

policy. The company also pushed the envelope on

want to share it with other employers and have

her work on the corporate board of the Internation-

bereavement leave last year, doubling its leave to

them come along with us on this journey.”

al Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans, where for

20 days for the death of a spouse, partner or child,

nearly a decade she has been advising other bene-

and to 10 days for parents and extended family.

fit leaders from across the country.

Employees can take the bereavement leave inter-

Getting personal
At

Facebook,

benefits

have

always

been

personal.

“She gives a forward-leaning perspective on the

mittently over the course of a year — an acknowl-

benefits landscape,” says IFEBP’s Davidson. “We

edgement that the need lingers beyond the funeral.

Founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg famously

can always count on Renee to share what’s next in

“The stuff that [Facebook] does, the team Renee

took parental leave after the birth of both his

benefit trends. For example, she was advocating for

has … it’s first class,” Walsh says. “It’s one of the

daughters. Chief operating officer Sheryl Sandberg

plan sponsors to look at new innovations in mental

best we’ve seen in the four, five years we’ve been

has been an advocate for bereavement leave since

health and fertility benefits long before these bene-

doing this. We talk to employers of all sizes every

she lost her husband suddenly in 2015. She often

fits were making headlines.”

single day of every single week, from small busi-

posts updates on Facebook that praise other em-

Fertility coverage at Facebook, offered through

nesses with 10 employees up to Fortune 100 [com-

ployers who allow employees proper time off to

provider Progyny, provides employees up to four

panies], and when I met Renee and started looking

grieve.

IVF cycles, including genetic testing, with no preap-

at the programs they had, and the rationale and

And in 2015, when a young engineer stood up at

proval required. The program’s success — fewer

the why behind these programs — we had never

one of Facebook’s regular employee Q&As with

miscarriages, high single birth rates, very few multi-

seen this caliber of empathy and thought put into

Zuckerberg and asked what was available for em-

ple births — has made Albert an evangelist.

these moments for caregivers like Facebook has

ployees who needed time with a sick family mem-

“When I hear stories about people having better

ber, a new caregiving leave policy was born. The

health outcomes, or they’re able to have a baby,

For Albert, caregiving is an important mission,

employee publicly shared that his wife was recently

why wouldn’t you want to share that with the rest of

and one that has deeply personal roots. Her moth-

diagnosed with stage four breast cancer and that

the world? Why wouldn’t you want other organiza-

er, she says, was the ultimate caregiver: Widowed

the only leave he knew that was available was Cal-

tions to do the same thing?” Albert says. “We’ve

at just 29, she raised Renee and her sister by herself.

ifornia Paid Family Leave, which would barely pay

spent a lot of time on the phone talking [to other

“She didn’t get remarried, and from my perspective

the bills, Albert explains.

employers about what Facebook is doing], helping

she was Mom and Dad,” Albert says, adding that

to influence them to adopt [similar policies].”

she also cared for her parents after a stroke and

“The next day, our vice president of HR, the em-

Parkinson’s robbed them of their mobility.

ployee and I sat down, and [we] listened intently to
his story,” Albert says. “He had relocated to the area

put into their programs.”

The case for caregiving

When Albert’s mom had a stroke, Albert stepped

to take the job with Facebook and did not have

Albert’s latest educational initiative is through a

in as her caregiver. “She moved in with my husband

family around to help him. He also had three young

new whitepaper project with Cariloop, a platform

and me at that time, and I took care of her for three

children, and they were facing the battle of their

for employees to access caregiving resources, ex-

years while working full time. As she progressed, she

life.”

plaining why corporate America needs to step up

had several more strokes, and she died at our home

its support for caregiving employees.

in hospice with me at her side.”

Albert immediately crafted a caregiving leave
program that allows employees to take up to six

“She is a total trailblazer with the [caregiving]

Albert became a caregiver again in November

weeks of fully paid leave to care for any family

programs Facebook has,” says Michael Walsh, CEO

2015, when her husband, Anthony, was diagnosed

member with a serious illness. When she told the

of Cariloop. “Renee was the very first person I called

with prostate cancer. After weighing their options

employee the news, “He broke into tears and he

[when I was working on our research].”

— they used Facebook’s medical second opinion

gave me a hug.”
Those specific stories are unique to Facebook,

It’s an important initiative, and one that’s slowly
but surely gaining steam in the benefits industry.

service benefit with Best Doctors — they selected
to pursue treatment and surgery away from their

but the underlying issues are not uncommon. No

Stats point to the growing need: According to re-

home in Southern California. Albert took four weeks

employee is immune to grief, health struggles or in-

search conducted by Facebook and Cariloop, 69%

of paid caregiving leave to care for Anthony begin-

fertility. Benefits should reflect those realities, Al-

of working caregivers for a family member or friend

ning in January 2016.
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Find out if you’re
paying too much
in 401(k) fees
and get a $50 Amazon.com Gift Card.*

Put your company’s 401(k) plan to the test.
Find out how your company’s 401(k) plan stacks up
in minutes. Simply visit our cost comparison online
and see how plans like yours stack up against
ShareBuilder 401k. If you want greater depth, you
can start a custom cost comparison and get a $50
Amazon Gift Card too.
Why all the fuss about fees? Because lower
investment expenses can save you and your

employees hundreds of thousands of dollars over
a career. Less money paid in fund expenses and
other fees means more money to invest toward
your retirement.
So take a few minutes to compare your plan today
and see how you can save some serious dough.

To get started, give us a call at 800-299-2851 or visit: sb401k.com/EBN50

*Restrictions apply, see amazon.com/gc-legal
To qualify for the $50 Amazon.com Gift Card, you must receive a ShareBuilder 401k Custom Cost Comparison report by 12/31/2018 and be a decision-maker for your company’s current 401(k) plan.
ShareBuilder 401k is not aﬃliated with and does not represent Amazon.com. Your gift card will be sent within four weeks of getting your Cost Comparison.
Investment advisory services are provided by Capital One Advisors, LLC, an SEC-registered investment advisor and a subsidiary of Capital One Financial Corporation.
Investing in a 401(k) has risks, including the risk of loss.
© 2018 Capital One. All right reserved.
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Benefits Professional of the Year
“I was able to be at Anthony’s side throughout
the treatment and recovery period, both in Southern California and at home,” Albert says. “The fact
that I knew I could be by his side and that we were
able to face this diagnosis together made me relieved and grateful.”

Facebook loyalty
2018 hasn’t been a great year for Facebook. The
social media giant has spent much of the last 12
months warding off criticism from politicians and
the media for a lack of transparency surrounding
algorithmic news rankings, and earlier this month,

“When I met Renee and
started looking at the
programs they had, and the
rationale and the why behind
these programs — we had
never seen this caliber of
empathy and thought put into
these moments for caregivers
like Facebook has put into
their programs.”

within the hour, saying it was great news,” she notes.
“But if I post something and they don’t think it quite
met the mark, they will come back and let me know
that, too.
“Facebook is really, really open because we are a
mission-driven company,” Albert continues. “And
that’s how we are with benefits. Through that culture of hard conversations and constructive feedback, that allows us the room and the innovation to
do things that really are meeting people’s needs.”
Among those innovations are workplace support
groups where struggling employees can find a
community willing to help.
“We can take particular life stages — caring for

Sandberg and Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey were grilled

aging parents, having yourself or a family member

by the Senate Select Intelligence Committee over
the way foreign adversaries may have used social

Menlo Park, California headquarters, for instance,

diagnosed with cancer, maybe struggling with in-

media to influence the 2016 presidential election.

boasts on-site laundry services, an arcade and a

fertility or grief — and our employees at a grass-

But despite the controversy, loyalty among Face-

fitness center — didn’t always have the best offer-

roots level will create workplace communities where

book employees still runs deep. The company’s an-

ings. When Albert got to Facebook in October 2013,

they find each other and they have conversations,”

nual employee benefits survey, which measures sat-

it was behind on a number of marks: It didn’t have

Albert explains.

isfaction and engagement with the benefits

a 401(k) match; it had few life insurance options; its

programs it offers, found that more than 90% of

medical plans were “mediocre.”

For instance, Facebook employees have created
murals in its offices around mental health struggles

employees say that Facebook cares about them.

“Our benefits were pretty lean when I first got

as a way to curb stigma. And Albert, along with the

What’s more, Facebook was named the Best Place

here. We were leading-edge with some cash bene-

engineer whose plight jumpstarted Facebook’s

to Work in the U.S. in 2018 by both Glassdoor and

fits, like we give employees $4,000 when a baby is

caregiving policy, started an internal workplace

Indeed.

born. But we didn’t have some of the traditional

group called “Cancer @FB” that employees can join

“I definitely think we’re a trusted brand,” Albert

stuff other employers had at the time,” says Albert,

if they are diagnosed with cancer or if they are a

says. “It’s important [employees] really trust us and

who spent 15 years as senior benefits director at Sy-

caregiver to someone they love.

they’re getting the right stuff for the right issues.

mantec Corporation prior to Facebook and also

“Some of the most inspiring moments for me are

The benefits play into our attraction, retention and

worked in human resources at Hertz, Ultratech and

when someone comes in and says, ‘My husband just

overall engagement. Employee reactions have just

McKesson.

got diagnosed with cancer; I don’t even know where
to start,’” Albert says.

been phenomenal. I’ve never been somewhere

“Early on we did surveys every year, and they

where we’ve gotten so many thank yous [for] mak-

were more about ‘tell us what you want.’ It made a

“We, from a benefits perspective, can give them

ing a difference in people’s lives.”

lot of sense at the time, because we didn’t really

all the benefits data, like how does your insurance

Among those grateful employees is Victoria

have a lot. The very first survey we did, people told

work and how does the paid time program work,

Ross, health benefits operations manager, who last

us they really wanted a 401(k) match and better life

but another employee who has that experience will

year took 14 paid weeks off to care for her husband,

insurance. So I came in got those up and running.”

step up and say, ‘Here are the things you should

then grieve his death.

In the years that followed, Facebook’s benefits

know about, and here’s how to navigate through

“I am so grateful to work somewhere that al-

grew to an enviable list that ranges from traditional

the care. And by the way, I’m on the same campus

lowed me to do this; that recognizes that time off to

and table stakes to family friendly and innovative. A

as you, do you want to meet up and get lunch or

care for your family without worrying about your

few examples: Employees don’t have a monthly

have coffee?’

job or your paycheck is essential to having a pro-

contribution toward their medical plans (either an

ductive workforce. I needed every one of those

Aetna PPO or EPO or Kaiser HMO), unless they add

weeks,” Ross says. “I will work my ass off for Face-

dependents. Mental health is also a priority, Albert

Still, Albert says, Facebook isn’t done with its

book every day because I actually feel like my em-

says: Employees and their dependents are allowed

benefit offerings — and she hopes other employers

ployer cares about me, and that makes me want to

up to 25 free therapy sessions through provider

aren’t, either. It’s a fluid process — one that needs

be here more than ever.”

Lyra.

to evolve as employees’ needs, and challenges, do.

“It’s this reassurance that I’m not alone, and it
creates such an amazing, unique culture.”

Facebook’s sabbatical program, dubbed Re-

“Saying we’re 1% done is a phrase we use at

charge, allows employees to take 30 days of paid

Facebook a lot, because we feel like there’s so much

Facebook is unique, Albert contends, because

time off every five years. Albert is currently using

more we can do,” she says. “And I really translate

employees are so tied into company benefits. When

hers, spending time with her husband in Italy, the

that to benefits. There are so many hard problems

Albert and her team design a program, they sit

Cayman Islands and Cuba. “I have to lead by ex-

— especially when it comes to healthcare, retire-

down with employees and conduct focus groups.

ample,” she says.

ment or student loans — that we have left to solve.

A sense of connection

Talking to employees is exactly how Facebook

Facebook’s internal communication tool, Work-

I want us to be cutting-edge and help influence the

perfected its benefits in the first place. It may be

place, often shares benefits updates — and workers

industry on these problems. I want us to mentor and

hard to imagine, but the social media giant now

are quick to respond. “I just posted a change of

pass on the experience, not only to benefit profes-

synonymous with swanky Silicon Valley perks — its

leave of absence vendor, and 97 people responded

sionals in our organization, but externally.” EBN
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Benefits Leadership in Healthcare

High tech to high touch
Purdue University’s Candace Shaffer takes aim at
Type 2 diabetes with virtual coaches.

ly, the newly energized clinic now accepts walk-ins.
“Before, if you didn’t have an appointment, it was
a couple days before you could get one. One to One
Health’s management has figured out how to take in
walk-ins,” says Shaffer, adding that the school is looking to expand the clinic’s hours and offer train-the-

By Phil Albinus

program, its plan was clinically sound but not yet

Candace

commercially proven. So far, Shaffer is hearing that

Shaffer

had a real challenge,
and the only fix was a

the results have been positive and promising.

trainer wellness programs.
Capacity from the first quarter of 2018 improved
more than 30% year over year, driving a better than

Of those Purdue employees who enrolled in the

90% satisfaction rate among patients. These results

Virta Health program, 43% of the high/very high risk

and the positive feedback have spurred Shaffer to of-

was

diabetics have improved risk comparing higher than

fer Purdue employees telecare options in all of the

named director of benefits for Purdue University last

those not engaged at 35%. Thirty-six percent of those

Hoosier State’s 92 counties.

October, Shaffer was tasked with two priorities: tack-

with a BMI greater than 30 in 2017 have decreased

“We still want them to be able to have access to

ling chronic diseases, and improving the access of

their BMI category in 2018, and 45% of participants

that coaching relationship if they’re willing to do that,

care to the state college’s 12,000 faculty and staffers

with an uncontrolled blood pressure in 2017 have de-

and so they can now do telephonic coaching, too,”

on three campuses in four locations, with extension

creased their BP into a controlled range in 2018.

she says.

virtual solution.
When

she

programs in all of Indiana’s 92 counties.
It was a challenge that required new partnerships,
cutting-edge tools and novel ways of tackling a prob-

“What we’ve gotten back from employees and Vir-

Shaffer and her team are constantly checking the

ta is that it’s going well,” Shaffer says. “People are ex-

results of their initiatives, whether it’s a new clinic

cited and they’re getting healthier.”

management group, the Type 2 diabetes program or

lem. From high tech to high touch, the Purdue gradu-

Shaffer and her team are not stopping at Type 2

ate and employee benefits veteran — and EBN’s Ben-

diabetes. They are making plans to improve faculty

efits Leadership in Healthcare winner — is poised to

and staff access to mental health services as well.

see the results of her vision.
After being promoted to benefit director following
her stint as interim director, Shaffer’s first target was
Type 2 diabetes. “It’s one of our top chronic diseases in
prevalence and cost,” she says.
Shaffer and her team of around 25 benefits professionals determined that Type 2 diabetes was one of
the easier chronic diseases to address because of the

the school’s HSA, FSA and other wellness plans.
“Just because you implement something doesn’t
mean you stop. We’re always checking and recheck-

“We have employee assistance program sys-

ing and auditing. If performance guarantees are ap-

tem-wide and that doesn’t seem to be a problem,” she

plicable with some vendors, we are making sure that

“Just because you implement
something doesn’t mean you
stop. We’re always checking
and rechecking and auditing.”

multitude of health programs that address the condi-

they’re doing their part,” she says. “We get constant
feedback from employees and from our own internal
staff, so it’s an ever-moving process.”

Spreading the word
One of the challenges in delivering innovative
healthcare services is not just creating the programs,

tion through diet, exercise and lifestyle change.

but also in informing faculty and staff that they are up

“There are lots of [solutions] out there, so it seemed

says. “The problem is [with] folks who need lon-

and running and available. As in a corporation with

it might be easiest to start to tackle and then move

ger-term counseling. There seems to be a shortage in

multiple satellite offices, some Purdue University plan

on,” she says.

most of the communities where our employees live

participants are often unaware that certain services

with their families.”

are available in the first place. Telling Purdue employ-

After reviewing several health plans that attempt
to reduce the risk of Type 2 diabetes, her benefits

Shaffer, who graduated from Purdue with a bach-

ees that they have access to family-friendly benefits,

team partnered with Virta Health to provide online

elor’s degree in child development and a master’s in

including pre- and post-natal care, that they have

coaching to faculty and staff members. Virta Health

family studies, notes that mental health services have

four options for flexible work arrangements, plus paid

aims to reverse the disease without the use of drugs or

been a growing concern for the state college’s student

parental leave as well as flexible spending accounts

surgery, relying on virtual coaching to spur program

population, which is covered by a separate program.

and health savings accounts is a full-time job.

“Is there anything to do together to try to get at

“We have [employees] coming straight from high

Type 2 diabetics and pre-diabetic individuals who

mental health as a whole? This is something that

school or college at 18 or 22 all the way to active em-

are interested are advised to adhere to a ketogen-

we’re trying to do, and we’re just now starting to figure

ployees who are in their 70s and 80s,” she says, noting

ic-based diet (low in carbs, high in protein). They re-

that out,” she says.

that benefits communication and education is key.

participants into healthy habits.

ceive a scale, literature and nutrition guides and other

Shaffer’s second major initiative was improving the

supplies to help them transition to that way of eating,

primary campus’ onsite clinic. Starting last July, the

she says.

When asked what she loves most about her job,
Shaffer says it’s working with her team.

university partnered with One to One Health, a physi-

“We hold each other accountable. We’re very

Participants can interact with a Virta Health coach

cian-led healthcare facility management provider

transparent and honest about what’s working and

via telephone, mobile app or Skype. “You get assigned

based in Chattanooga, to operate the Center for

what’s not working, and nothing gets left off the ta-

a coach who works with you on making that shift in

Healthy Living facility on its West Lafayette campus.

ble. You can put any suggestion out there,” she says.

lifestyle, and then [you] work on maintaining that life-

Employee engagement with the clinic has in-

“When you have that attitude, you can do lots of

style,” she says. “The focus was Type 2 diabetes or

creased, and One to One Health has added addition-

great things. We’ve been able to do a lot in the last

pre-diabetic with a certain BMI.”

al wellness programs. Clinic medical personnel inter-

few years, since I’ve had the opportunity to have this

According to Virta Health, who nominated Shaffer

act and consult with the employee’s primary physician

position. It definitely would not be possible without all

for the Benny Award, when Purdue signed up for the

to coordinate care and diagnoses. Just as important-

those folks.” EBN
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Benefits Leadership in Retirement

Building a better 401(k)
After listening to employee concerns over
Optanix’s retirement plan, Jodi Budnick made
it her mission to upgrade the program and help
employees save more for their post-work years.

continuously build upon what you already have.
Optanix is scrutinizing all of its benefits to see
what is working and what isn’t, but it made its
401(k) plan a priority this year.
“It is a large financial investment, a large cost
for our company, but we felt it was absolutely necessary,” Budnick says, adding that she also is looking at the company’s healthcare benefits to see if
they can enhance what is already offered.

it offers automatic enrollment to all new hires and

Because Optanix is a technology company it-

automatic re-enrollment to all of the company’s

self, it made sense for it to choose a company like

325 employees. It is also implementing a 50-cents-

Betterment to provide its 401(k) plan. The compa-

By Paula Aven Gladych

on-the-dollar company matching contribution up

ny’s system is entirely automated, and every em-

When Jodi Budnick joined Optanix in January

to 6% of pay as an added incentive with a two-

ployee retirement account is essentially a man-

year vesting schedule.

aged account. Only the rebalancing and tweaking

of this year as the company’s senior vice president
of talent, she encountered a big problem: The

Budnick adds that one of the company’s fidu-

company was struggling to attract and retain tal-

ciary responsibilities is to “help employees be pre-

Employees have been very receptive to the

ent.

pared for retirement, whether they want to or not,

changes that are coming to their retirement plans

or whether they know that or not. That is one of

at the beginning of the year, says Budnick.

So one of the first things she did in her new role
for the New York-based technology company was

our responsibilities.”

of accounts is done by the computer.

“We communicated it in a town hall a couple of

meet with employees to get a better understand-

It’s a good time to reimagine the plan, Budnick

months ago, and they had a very positive reac-

ing of who they are, what they do, the culture of

says. Though Optanix has been around for 18

tion,” she says. “I think, for me, the important piece

the company and what they are looking for.

years, it was bought out several years ago by a

is they felt heard. They felt like we listened to them

private equity firm, Francisco Partners.

because we are listening to them.”

“With the introduction of the
automatic enrollment and
re-enrollment plan provisions,
nearly all employees will be
saving toward retirement as
well as receiving employer
matching contributions.”

“We have a renewed strategy and a new leadership team, so while we’ve been around 18 years, we
are kind of like a startup,” says Budnick, whose
company provides an IT operations management
software platform and related services to some of
the world’s top banks, media and technology companies.
Arielle Sobel, senior public relations manager at
Betterment for Business, the company’s 401(k) provider, says that Budnick and her team at Optanix,
wanted their employees to receive on-demand
digital advice to bolster financial wellness in the

A recurring theme that kept cropping up in

She adds that once a new program is imple-

After completing a competitive
analysis, Budnick created a
proposal for the company’s
leadership, backed up with
lots of data, about the benefits
of having a strong retirement
plan.

workplace.

focus

“Jodi and her team recognize that Optanix’s

mented, a company has to continually keep an

groups: Employees were unhappy with the com-

401(k) plan is an integral part of their employees’

eye on it to make sure it is doing what it was meant

pany’s 401(k) plan. It didn’t provide a company

overall financial wellness,” Sobel says. “Jodi is la-

to do.

match, and its employee participation rate was

ser-focused on bringing the best possible retire-

only between 35% and 40%, according to Bud-

ment advice and planning tools to Optanix and

nick.

carefully selecting 401(k) plan features that will set

numerous

one-on-one

sessions

and

“We did not have a very progressive plan,” she

employees up for success.”

“You don’t just launch a program and let it sit,”
Budnick says.
Sobel says that of the 374 active and eligible
employees in Optanix’s 401(k) plan, 128 of them

says. “My key takeaway from this is we [needed

In addition to the more robust 401(k) plan,

have a savings rate of 5% of compensation or

to] slowly evolve it to become a program that

Optanix will introduce a financial wellness educa-

more. The average tenure of employees who have

incents employees to save more for retirement

tion program for employees beginning in the fall.

contributed to the plan is 7.1 years, vs. 4.6 years for

and help them to improve their retirement read-

“Jodi’s willingness to think critically about Opta-

those who do not contribute.

nix’s retirement plan offering and consistently do

“With the introduction of the automatic enroll-

After completing a competitive analysis, Bud-

what’s best for her organization is just one example

ment and re-enrollment plan provisions, nearly all

nick created a proposal for the company’s leader-

of her leadership in the benefits space,” Sobel says.

employees will be saving toward retirement as well

iness.”

as receiving employer matching contributions,”

ship, backed up with lots of data, about the benefits of having a strong retirement plan. Leadership
approved, and a new plan was born.

Betting on benefits

Sobel says. “Additionally, it’s projected that the

Budnick says that the one important thing hu-

number of employees investing at appropriate risk

The company’s new retirement program, which

man resources professionals should keep in mind

levels will more than double as a result of the per-

is rolling out Jan. 1, is expected to double employ-

when assessing their own benefits packages is

sonalized advice provided by Betterment for each

ee participation in the plan, in large part because

that changes don’t happen overnight. You have to

employee.” EBN
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Benefits Judges’ Choice

Top of their game

“We don’t charge [the employee],” he says. “It
costs me a few dollars a day to rent it, but we get

Activision Blizzard’s Milt Ezzard helps keep
employees healthy and happy with innovative
perks that include a high-tech crib that helps
new parents get better sleep.

this value that when the employee comes back,
they’re a happier employee. We might be avoiding
conditions that require treatment because of sleep
neglect. There’s a great business case not to charge
and just make it available.”
In addition to the bassinets, the game designer
supports working moms by providing additional

By Nick Otto

that focuses on fully reversing Type 2 diabetes with

lactation support and enhanced lactation rooms; it

dietary changes.

even provides breast milk storage and delivery for

From exploring the

“Depending on the person, we have a variety of

Kingdom of Stormwind in the Elwynn Forest to sav-

ways to help manage diabetes through tech tools,”

And even before other employers like Medtronic,

ing Earth as a hero of Overwatch, gamers have long

Ezzard says. Another program he put in place, Li-

Estée Lauder and PwC made the move to add or

looked to Activision Blizzard’s talented team of em-

vongo, helps workers manage their blood-sugar

increase paid parental leave, Activision Blizzard a

ployees to imagine, create and share vast worlds

levels and avoid expensive trips to the hospital.

few years back bolstered its benefit for new parents
to eight weeks of paid time off.

with consumers around the globe. And to make
sure it acquires and retains the best and brightest

mothers who travel for business.

Help for new parents

A recent survey from Unum found that the No. 1

talent to keep the fantasy worlds coming, the enter-

Another area of innovation for Activision Bliz-

benefit employees want deals with flexible work op-

tainment and gaming developer provides indus-

zard is helping new parents, who now can rest a

tions or absence management. Paid family leave

try-leading benefits for employees managing such

little easier thanks to a high-tech perk that keeps

tops the benefits provider’s survey list: Among the

life events as parenthood, sudden loss and chronic

babies asleep longer. The company added a smart

1,227 working adults polled, 58% of all workers (and

disease.

crib to its benefits package to help workers get

64% of millennials) want their employer to offer

more, better quality sleep.

paid family leave.

In the last few years, Milt Ezzard, vice president
of global benefits at Activision Blizzard, has

New parents receive Happiest Baby’s SNOO

But Ezzard didn’t want the company’s paid leave

dreamed up a plethora of innovative benefits and

Smart Sleeper — a responsive bassinet that lulls

to stop at time off for new parents. As he says,

programs — think a $1,500 baby-lulling crib that

fussy babies back to sleep with motion and sound

many employees might not have or want children,

helps new parents get the sleep they dream about

while also swaddling them for safe sleeping. It was

or have children who are already grown.

— for the firm’s 9,000-plus employees.

created by pediatrician Harvey Karp, author of “The

Ezzard, an HR veteran who has worked in a
range of industries from healthcare to manufacturing and utilities, says he likes to be creative — and
fast-moving — when it comes to offerings.
“What I always like to say is, ‘Don’t delay in
heading out and trying some of these resources
that are so readily available to us now,’” says Ez-

“I don’t pilot anything. When
we see an opportunity to jump
into an efficient solution,
[we take it].”

eight-week paid bereavement leave. The company
goes a step further with the provision of eight weeks
of paid compassion leave for employees to spend
time with a terminally ill loved one, Ezzard says, or
eight weeks for the unexpected death of a loved
one, such as in a car accident.
Having only a few days of paid leave for grief,
which is the norm for most employers, makes it “ex-

zard, who was awarded EBN’s 2018 Judges’ Choice
Award, given each year to a benefits professional

That’s in part why Activision Blizzard offers an

Happiest Baby on the Block.”

tremely difficult” for an employee, he says — not

who makes great use of a wide range of benefits

“When the baby is put in the bed, it’s secured so

only to emotionally process an unexpected death,

programs. “Don’t overanalyze,” he advises. “I don’t

the baby can’t roll over and accidently suffocate,

but also to deal with the logistical burden of day-

pilot anything. When we see an opportunity to

and when he or she fusses at night, the bed re-

to-day changes that may need to be made for the

jump into an efficient solution, [we take it]. The bar

sponds with motion and soothing sounds,” Ezzard

sudden impact to the family.

is so low in our healthcare ecosystem right now that

says. “The end result is, on average, babies sleep

The value of programs like these, says Ezzard, is

anything we do is going to be a win.”

two hours more per night and parents get two more

that when employees return from bereavement

hours of sleep per night. Mom and Dad come back

leave, they’ve had time to participate in one last

more refreshed.”

memorable life event or to pick up the pieces from

When Ezzard joined the Santa Monica, California-based Activision Blizzard in 2013, he took his

suddenly losing a close family member.

own advice into account after realizing there wasn’t

This means fewer instances of post-partum de-

much thought being put into the company’s health-

pression as a result. “It’s a huge win-win and our

From parental and bereavement leave to high-

care or benefits offerings.

employees get something really cool for six months,”

tech cribs and virtual health strategies, Ezzard

he adds.

wants to use benefits to keep his employees happy,

“Up until I joined, the strategy was to not engage

healthy and productive, so gamers can keep ex-

the workforce in their healthcare,” he explains. “We

The $1,500 bassinet is on loan to new parents for

wanted them to make great entertainment and fo-

six months — the time it takes for a newborn to

cus on that.”

outgrow the bassinet and transition to a crib — and

“Benefits are not one size fits all,” he says. “[Em-

ploring the Activision universe.

Ezzard changed that, setting his sights on ad-

arrives either brand new or refurbished, with every-

ployees have a lot of] needs that are just as import-

dressing common health issues, including diabetes.

thing but the motor and bedframe stripped away

ant as the next. We have a diverse workforce and

He introduced Virta Health, a doctor-led startup

and replaced.

are addressing that as best as possible.” EBN
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Q&A
Checking under the hood of
your retirement plan with
an objective mechanic
By Richard Stolz
In the rush of everyday business, it’s easy to neglect some of the fiduciary duties
involved with sponsoring a retirement plan — particularly for relatively small
employers. And when the plan adviser isn’t a retirement plan specialist, sometimes required tasks are left undone. James Sotell, managing director of Comperio Retirement Consulting, a registered investment advisory firm in Cary,
North Carolina, is very familiar with this phenomenon. EBN recently spoke to
Sotell for his perspective on advising small plans and their fiduciaries. .
Employee Benefit News: Is there any typical reason why plan sponsors are knocking
on your door for advice these days?
James Sotell: Sure. For one thing, they’re looking for unbiased advice from a
consulting firm that specializes in retirement plans. But more specifically, one
reason is all the publicity around litigation involving plan sponsors and accusations that they have been negligent in fulfilling their fiduciary duties. Another is
that they have grown large enough, from a few million dollars to the $15-$50
million range with what the markets have done since 2009. I think some of the
executives are saying, “Hey, this is a sizable asset. Are we protecting ourselves
as an organization? Are we doing what’s best for our participants to make sure
that they’re in the best position for retirement?”
EBN: What do you do to size up a plan and look for potential trouble spots?
Sotell: We have a checklist. Many of them, if they hadn’t been working with
an advisory firm that specializes in retirement plans, often lack adequate administrative processes and systems for documenting their actions and meetings. Or they don’t have an updated or revised investment policy statement, or

REGULATION

HEALTHY RETIREMENT

ADOBE STOCK

MORE ONLINE

IRS CLEARS WAY FOR
STUDENT LOAN BENEFIT TIED
TO 401(K)

NUMBER OF 401(K), IRA
MILLIONAIRES SURGE

The decision could help clear the
way for other employers to offer
similar benefits.

Retirement plan balances are on
the rise, and auto-enrollment is
helping, Fidelity says.

P. 25

P. 25
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The next big advancement for the 401(k)
Tech startup Goodly jumps into student loan
benefit market
Avoiding the storms in your retirement portfolio
Cash balance plans looking more like 401(k)s
10 worst cities for retirement
For these stories and more, go to benefitnews.com
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ongoing due diligence and review of their funds tied

they’re paying. Clients don’t fully appreciate or

to their policy statement, or benchmarking invest-

know what all their fees are or how they’re being

ment performance or analysis of their fees to ensure

charged — what is being paid from the funds or the

that they’re reasonable for services rendered.

revenue-sharing from the funds. Is that offsetting

FINANCIAL WELLNESS

recordkeeping fees, is it paying recordkeeping fees?
EBN: When you find that a sponsor is deficient in

Is it paying adviser fees, or both?

those areas, are they surprised, or do they already
EBN: Shouldn’t they have that information from the

know it?
Sotell: There’s a combination of both. Some

fee disclosure documents they’re getting?

sponsors say, “We have a sense of what we should

Sotell: It may get disclosed to them in some form

be doing, but we’re not focused on this. This isn’t our

or fashion once a year, but they don’t see a bill, so

core business, so we’d like to have someone to help

they don’t understand the rhyme or reason behind

us guide through that process.” And there are other

why certain share classes are offered in their plan.

plan sponsors that have been so reliant on the ad-

They don’t understand that next to the fund name,

vice from either the recordkeeper or maybe a gen-

that if it says “A” versus “R6,” that that denotes right

eralist adviser who they think is a fiduciary, but in a

away a difference in fees and revenue-sharing.

lot of cases is not, and they really don’t know.
EBN: When you decipher it for them, does anything
EBN: So in that latter case, the sponsor must suspect
the adviser isn’t acting in a fiduciary capacity?

surprise them?
Sotell: Something that becomes an “aha mo-

Work, financial
stress soars
By Nick Otto

Sotell: Well, it’s sort of like a plan sponsor and

ment” is when they understand they may have dif-

two people in line and the sponsor says, “Okay, if

ferent revenue-sharing for different funds, and the

The American worker is stressed out about work,

you’re a fiduciary, step forward.” And the sponsor

revenue-sharing on their default fund or a fund with

finances and debt like never before, according to a

just stays there, but the recordkeeper and the ad-

a lot of assets in it could be higher than something

new Fidelity Investments survey.

viser take a step back, and the sponsor looks to the

with a small amount. Also, with regard to the de-

The solution may be for employers to take a

right and the left and he’s the only one in line, and

fault or QDIA fund, let’s say it’s a target date fund,

stronger hand in crafting more comprehensive and

by default is the fiduciary.

sponsors often lack documentation as to why that

inclusive wellness programs to ease that pain.

target date fund was chosen, or just don’t know

Stress related to work and finances impacted

EBN: What other issues typically arise when you do a

why, because it was chosen before they got on the

just about all employees who took the survey, re-

plan check-up?

retirement committee. The issue is whether it fulfills

gardless of age, gender or income. Nearly all re-

the requirements of QDIA status. EBN

spondents (98%) reported feeling stressed in the

Sotell: The other most typical issue is the fees

past three months, with “job” and “finances” top-

EMPLOYERS HAVE BIG CONCERNS OVER RETIREMENT.
HERE’S WHY
A new TIAA plan sponsor retirement survey finds nearly half of employers are only somewhat
confident in their employees’ retirement futures, and one in five say they are not at all confident.
What’s dampening their confidence?

ping the list of the biggest stress points for employees.
For employers, financial wellness needs to be an
integral part of broader benefit programs and a
top priority for companies today, says Jeanne
Thompson, head of global workplace insights at
Fidelity Investments.
“Taking a holistic view of financial and health

Rising healthcare costs

91%

wellness, in addition to work and life, provides a
more complete assessment of employee wellbeing,
which can help employers provide the right benefits to the right person at the right time,” Thompson

Outliving retirement savings

77%

says.
While 77% of respondents in a recent Fidelity
financial wellness assessment were considered
“well” when it comes to their overall wellbeing,

Employees are not
saving enough

75%

more than two-thirds (68%) of employees were “unwell” in at least one of the four domains of wellbeing (financial, health, work and life).

Employees aren’t participating
in a retirement plan

55%

of stress caused by their job (47% of participants),
saving for the future (34%) and paying off debt
(33%), according to the survey. EBN

Source: TIAA
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ADOBE STOCK

Employees were most likely to report high levels

REGULATION

HEALTHY RETIREMENT

Number of 401(k),
IRA millionaires
surge
By Paula Aven Gladych
Defined contribution and IRA account balances
are not only on the rise overall, but a record number are hitting seven figures, according to Fidelity
Investments’ latest quarterly report.
The average 401(k) balance rose to $104,000, a
6% increase from the second quarter of 2017. The
average IRA balance increased nearly 7% from the

IRS clears way for student loan benefit
tied to 401(k)

second quarter of 2017 to $106,900. The average

By Kathryn Mayer

record 168,000 in the second quarter, up from

403(b) account held at $83,400, a 5% increase
from $78,900, in the second quarter of 2017.
What’s more, the number of Fidelity 401(k) plans
with a balance of $1 million or more jumped to a
119,000 a year earlier. That’s a 41% surge. The

An IRS decision allowing an unnamed company
to offer a student loan repayment benefit as an element of its 401(k) plan could help clear the way for
other employers to offer similar benefits.

number of IRA millionaires also grew, hitting

ployee’s contribution to a 401(k).

156,000.

“[The letter] provides helpful guidance for em-

“The stock market’s performance over the past

ployers looking for new ways to provide such bene-

several years has definitely helped retirement sav-

The agency in mid-August allowed an unnamed

fits and, in particular, for employers looking for

ers, but now would be a good time for investors to

employer’s plan to tie 401(k) contributions to stu-

ways to accomplish the dual purpose of helping

take a moment and make sure they are doing their

dent loan repayment contributions. The private

employees manage student loan repayment obli-

part to meet their retirement goals,” says Kevin

letter ruling isn’t precedential but will likely allay

gations while saving for retirement,” Holdvogt says.

Barry, president of workplace investing at Fidelity

concerns from employers interested in offering a

Healthcare

company

Abbott

recently

an-

Investments.

tax-free student loan benefit through their 401(k)

nounced student loan repayment options similar to

More good news from Fidelity: Fewer employees

programs in a way that complies with the law. Un-

the one in the IRS ruling. The company will give a

are dipping into their retirement accounts. The

like a direct student loan benefit, which is consid-

5% 401(k) match to its employees who contribute at

number of workers who take loans from their work-

ered taxable income, the arrangement approved

least 2% of their salaries to student loan debt.

place defined contribution plans has dropped to

A growing number of employers, including Est-

its lowest level since 2009, according to Fidelity

ee Lauder, Pure Insurance and clothing retailer

Investments, with only 20.5% of workers having an

Historically, many plan sponsors have ques-

Carhartt, have added student loan perks to their

outstanding plan loan. Fidelity points out that Gen

tioned whether such an approach would be per-

benefits packages this year. Still, only 4% of em-

Xers are the most notorious retirement plan loan

missible under IRS rules. But, explains Jeffrey Hol-

ployers currently offer their employees some form

takers, and even they experienced a drop in the

dvogt,

with

of assistance or incentive to repay student loans,

second quarter, with only 26.4% having an out-

McDermott Will & Emery in Chicago, the ruling

according to the Society for Human Resource

standing loan from their 401(k) plan.

confirmed that — under certain circumstances —

Management.

by the IRS in its letter lets companies put equivalent pretax funds into a worker’s 401(k) account.

an

employee

benefits

partner

“employers may be able to link the amount of employer contributions made on an employee’s be-

ADOBE STOCK

contribution would be made regardless of an em-

The IRS ruling may prompt more companies to
follow.

The percentage of new plan loans dropped to
9.7%, the lowest it has been since the first quarter
of 2017.

half under a 401(k) plan to the amount of student

“Because student loan benefit programs are

Another trend spotted by Fidelity in its second

loan repayments made by the employee outside

becoming an increasingly powerful way for em-

quarter analysis is that more millennials are saving

the plan.”

ployers to attract and retain key talent, the private

for retirement through either a traditional or Roth

Under the program described in the private let-

letter ruling will very likely cause many employers,

IRA. The average IRA balance for millennials

ter ruling, the employer would make a 401(k) con-

particularly employers with a young and educated

jumped 9% in the second quarter to $15,150, and

tribution on a worker’s behalf if the worker was

workforce, to consider offering a student loan ben-

the number of millennials jumping on the IRA

making a student loan payment of at least 2% of

efit as part of their retirement program,” Holdvogt

bandwagon increased 19% over a year ago, says

their salary for a given pay period. The employer

says. EBN

Fidelity. EBN
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BY THE The most popular
NUMB3RS: employee benefit is …
Forget onsite gyms, health coaching and pet-friendly offices. The most coveted employee
benefits have to do with time away from the workplace. That’s the conclusion of a new poll of
1,227 working adults from benefits provider Unum, which found that the most desired perks
have to do with flexible work options and absence management. The company gave survey
participants a list of 15 perks — that were non-insurance or retirement benefits — and asked the
survey participants to choose their top five options. They said:

The most popular perks:

Top three picks, according to millennials:

Pa

Paid family leave: 58%

Fle

Flexible/remote work options: 55%

Pr

Professional development: 39%
Sabbatical leave: 38%

58%

Sa

Paid family leave

Gy

Gym membership or onsite fitness center: 36%

St

Student loan repayment: 35%

On

Onsite healthy snacks: 28%

ID

ID theft prevention: 28%
Financial planning resources: 27%

55%

Fin

Student loan repayment

Fit

Fitness goal incentives: 18%

Pu

Public transit assistance: 16%

Pe

Pet-friendly offices: 15%

Pe

Pet insurance: 15%

49%

Flexible or remote
working options

He

Health coaching: 14%

De

Dedicated volunteer hours: 12%

Source: Unum, 2018
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Web Seminar

Web Seminar

Are your
employees
selecting
the right
health plan?

When employees don’t understand their health plan options
and the factors that influence health plan selection, they can
end up selecting the “wrong” health plan and consequently
paying more without getting more coverage or benefits in
return.
With so many factors influencing the health plan that is right
for a particular employee and their family, it is essential for
employers to provide the tools necessary to evaluate plan
options, and help them understand the significance of their
decision and its impact on their physical and financial health.
This web seminar provides insight into:
• Why employees may choose the wrong health plan
• How employees can evaluate health plans to make the best
decision for their situation
• What employers can do to help employees during the health
plan selection process

View On-Demand Now!

https://www.benefitnews.com/healthplan
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OUR JOB?
MAKE YOUR JOB
SIMPLER.

BUILT TO PERFORM.
CREATED TO SERVE.

From retirement plans to employee education and
advice services, we can help you streamline your
day-to-day benefits management — and make your
job simpler. Learn more at TIAA.org/PlanSponsors

INVESTING

ADVICE

BANKING

RETIREMENT

Certain products and services are only available to eligible individuals. Investment, insurance and annuity products are not FDIC insured, are not bank guaranteed, are not bank deposits, are
not insured by any federal government agency, are not a condition to any banking service or activity, and may lose value. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC, Teachers Personal
Investors Services, Inc., and Nuveen Securities, LLC, Members FINRA and SIPC, distribute securities products. Annuity contracts and certificates are issued by Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association of America (TIAA) and College Retirement Equities Fund (CREF), New York, NY. Each is solely responsible for its own financial condition and contractual obligations. ©2018 Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association of America, 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017. 491535
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